
 

Meet the Lifeguard – Please complete the following information.  It may be used 

with a photo of you in one of publications in the local papers and on our social 

media. 

Name ________________________________________________ 

First year on the patrol __________   Number of Years (including this season) ___________ 

Position this season _______________________________   Crew ____  Street / Area ________                    

    

What other activities do you do on the patrol (competitions, USLA member, MARP volunteer, 

JBP etc.)  

 

 

What do you do for recreation?  

 

 

What do you do in the off season (work/school)   

 

Fill in the above template and it will be used as a bio for you..  See the sample bio below. 

The lifeguard’s of the Ocean City Beach Patrol are glad to answer any of your beach and water 

safety questions. ________________________ has been with the Beach Patrol for ____ years, 

starting with the patrol on ___________.                                      

____________ is an _________________  that works   ___________________ .    

(sample) 

CC Aaron Abrams has been with the Beach Patrol for 5 years. He is the Crew Chief (a leadership 

position) for Crew 7 in the middle south area of Ocean City which covers the beach from 35th street to 

42nd street.  Aaron is a USLA (United States Life Saving Association) member and participates in 

competitions.  In his free time he likes to surf, travel the world to new surf spots, sketch drawings, and 

pick up baseball with friends.  He studied Renaissance Art in Florence Italy for a semester and graduated 

from Franklin and Marshall College with a degree in Economics.  He played division 3 lacrosse for 4 

years.  CC Aaron Abrams and the other lifeguards of the Ocean City Beach Patrol are glad to answer 

any of your beach and water safety questions.  If you think you would like a position with the Patrol like 

Aaron, ask any of our guards or visit our website at www.ococean.com/ocbp. Testing for our 2023 season 

will begin this August. Anyone can get a job... But with the Ocean City Beach Patrol, YOU can make a 

difference!. 

Please return to Kristin Joson at Beach Patrol Headquarters 

Or E-Mail Questions to kjoson@oceancitymd.gov . 

Biographical Information for Social Media and News Publications 
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